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Faced with a work situation where
there are a variety of (potentially
conflicting) requirements each of us
develops an understanding of what we
have to do, makes decisions, takes
action and adopts behaviours.

Individuals act once they have made a
(very rapid and largely unconscious)
analysis of the consequences of their
actions. These perceived consequences
may be positive (e.g. reach a goal as
quickly
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Individuals therefore act to save time,
raise their comfort level or receive
approval from colleagues. (IC+). This
helps us to understand what influences
behaviour most. It is not the risk of
injury, accident or sanction, where the
consequences are very often perceived as
delayed (D), uncertain (Uc) and negative
(−).

fatigue, sanctions, etc.).
T h e A B C m od e l ex p l ai n s t w o
determinants of human behaviour:
activators and consequences.
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The question is, what influences our
behaviour most. The answer is that
individual behaviour is above all a
function of the perceived
consequences.
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A compliant practice has delayed and
uncertain
consequences (e.g.
lack of an accident): DUc−
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inconsistent with preven on because the
consequences that are perceived as more
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beneﬁcial and more likely, do not always
result from safe behaviour.
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A
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No harness available
Peer pressure
Lack of time
Nobody does it
Lack of training
Time of day
Worn, damaged
Etc...
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BEHAVIOUR

CONSEQUENCES

Working at height
without a harness

Save time IC+
Comfort IC+
Practical IC+

D=Delayed I=Immediate C=Certain Uc=Uncertain
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Example of a scenario where,
contrary to regulations, a worker
does not wear a safety harness
when working at height.

Injury DUc−
Accident DUc−
Sanction DUc−
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consequences are seen as immediate,
Typically, industrial prac ces try to
change behaviour upstream (through
training, awareness, provision of
equipment, technical improvements,
etc.). This approach is necessary but
not suﬃcient and its long-term eﬀects
are limited. If the organiza on does not
act
on
the
percep ons
of
consequences, safety is always the
loser. As safety behaviours are not
natural, they must be created.
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certain and posi ve (IC+) can be
transformed

by

promo ng
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behaviour. It is one way to change
behaviour in ways that give safety a
more prominent role.

One solu on is the deployment of an
observa on
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